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Natural Gas Transmission Grid Codes of the Contracting Parties

**Albania**
- Draft TAP NC
- Albgaz – TA for drafting NC
- TAP – under the exemption (ind NRA)
- Albgaz – NRA approves

**Bosnia and Herzegovina**
- Federation – no RS – Gas Promet
- Pale NC (2nd EP)
- RS NRA approved
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Kosovo*/MNE
- Before connection to the gas markets
- NRA approval

Georgia
- Transmission and Distribution network code
- GNERC adopted recently/TEP not yet in place (end 2020)
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Macedonia
- Transmission network code (2nd EP)
- ERC approval

Moldova
- Several documents from 2008-2016
- ANRE approval
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- **Ukraine**
  - Transmission code (3EP)
  - NERC adopts

- **Serbia**
  - Transmission code (before 3EP)
  - AERS approval
Thank you for your attention!
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